Analysis of validated and population specific SNP parentage panels in pedigreed and commercial beef cattle populations
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Abstract

A pedigreed population containing 71 calves and 8 sires was used to compare sire qualification using three genotyping platforms (14 microsatellite, real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR), and 100, 200, 500, and 1,000 SNP arrays). Parentage was also qualified in an unknown-pedigree population containing 8,480 calves with 460 sires using SNP arrays. The three platforms qualified the true sire in the known-pedigree population with zero mismatches. The 100 and 200 SNP arrays yielded specificities of 0.92 and 0.99 with a 1% mismatch rate in the known-pedigree population, respectively. In the larger population, SNP panels of the 500 and 1,000 highest minor allele frequency SNPs were also evaluated. The 1,000 SNP panel qualified paternity to a single sire for 82.1% of calves with 1 or 2% mismatches. Not all commercial sires were genotyped which accounts for missing paternity for some calves. In this larger population, the 100 SNP array qualified multiple sires to 0.42% of calves and single sires to 81.6% of calves without mismatches. The 200 SNP array assigned unique paternity, and 79.8% of calves were qualified to a sire without mismatches. With a 2% mismatch rate, sire qualifications agreed with the 1,000 SNP array. This study highlights the interplay between population size, genotyping error rates, and the specificity and sensitivity of parentage platforms.
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Introduction

Parentage qualification in commercial beef cattle production is important for monitoring reproduction and estimating genetic merit. In large commercial beef cattle systems with multi-sire breeding pastures, parentage recording is often inaccurate or unfeasible, and incorrect parentage qualification can affect genetic gain (Munoz et al. 2014). The incorporation of genomic data into modern commercial beef cattle production systems creates the opportunity for reconstruction of a pedigree through parentage qualification based on SNP markers (Tokarska et al. 2009; Fernandez et al. 2013). While single-sire parentage qualifications from SNP genotypes can be accomplished by excluding potential sires when mismatching, or opposing homozygous, loci are identified (Hayes 2011), the presence of mismatching markers between true parent-offspring individuals is also a reality of array-based genotyping platforms due to known error rates (Hong et al. 2012). Multiple challenges related to array genotyping error rate and panel size need to be addressed when dealing with large populations, composite breeds, missing sires, and candidate sires with a high degree of relatedness.

The objective of this study was to evaluate the sensitivity and specificity of different DNA-based platforms and different sized SNP panels, including the International Society for Animal Genetics (ISAG) panels, for qualifying parentage for both a small Hereford-sired population of known-pedigree, and a larger Charolais-sired commercial cattle population with unknown pedigree typical of field data sets. Additionally, we evaluated two population-derived SNP panels comprised of the 500 and 1,000 SNP that had the highest minor allele frequency in the Charolais-sired commercial dataset. This selection approach for population-derived SNP panels could be extended to other large populations with SNP array data that require more than 200 SNP markers to ensure both sensitivity and specificity in parentage assignments.
Methods

Cattle populations

A commercial cattle population and a smaller known-pedigree population were used as reference populations to assess parentage qualification using the opposing homozygous SNP comparison method. A known-pedigree population consisting of 71 calves and 8 sires, including two half-sib sire pairs, was assembled based on veterinary records of artificial insemination. To assemble the commercial population, ear-punch tissue samples were collected from 8,840 Charolais-sired calves and 460 Charolais bulls from seven separate ranch locations in Idaho and Washington over a period of three years. Each sire potentially produced calves at multiple ranch locations over two breeding seasons which required all potential sire-calf comparisons to be tested. Not all potential sires could be genotyped due to the scale and organization of this operation. Additionally, DNA samples were collected from all calves undergoing parentage assignment at weaning which allowed for potential sires to be differentiated from offspring.

Genotyping platforms

The known-pedigree population was genotyped for parentage markers using three different platforms. To call microsatellite genotypes, a panel of 14 fluorescently labelled short tandem repeat markers (12 ISAG standard markers plus two additional markers; BM1818, BM1824, BM2113, CSSM036, ETH3, ETH10, ETH225, HEL1, INRA023, SPS115, TGLA53, TGLA122, TGLA126, and TGLA227) were genotyped for all samples using standard PCR techniques. The raw data files were analyzed with the GeneMapper Software v4.1 (Applied
For Review Only

Biosystems, Foster, California, USA). and the genotypes were assigned to sizing bins that have been adjusted to conform to the ISAG standards.

A 109 SNP subset of the ISAG SNP panel was selected for genotyping by qPCR for paternity use in the small known-pedigree population. The majority of genotypes were generated using hydrolysis probe chemistry, with the remaining generated using a bipartite probe system (KBioscience Ltd., Hoddesdon, UK). All qPCR were conducted on a BioRad CFX Real-Time PCR Detection System and data were analyzed using the BioRad CFX Manager 2.1 (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, California, USA) qPCR analysis software.

High-throughput SNP genotypes were obtained using the GeneSeek Genomic Profiler Low Density (GGP-LD) v1.1 (20k) SNP array. The 100 SNP core and 200 SNP parentage panels from the ISAG Cattle Molecular Markers and Parentage Testing Committee were present. Parentage qualification was carried out by comparing the number of opposing homozygous, or mismatched, SNPs between each calf and all potential sires using the SEEKPARENTF90 software (Aguilar et al., 2014). Potential sires and calves were flagged within the program to facilitate qualification. Any marker with more than 5% missing SNP calls across the population was excluded from consideration from any parentage panel. Animals with more than 10% of their SNP markers missing from any parentage panel were removed from the parentage qualification process.

The commercial population was genotyped using the GeneSeek Genomic Profiler GGP_LD (20k, 26k v1.1-v1.4) array for the calves and the GeneSeek Genomic Profiler GGP-HD v1.9 (76k) SNP array for the potential sires. Two additional population-derived parentage panels of 500 and 1,000 SNP selected from high minor allele frequencies specific to the Charolais-sired population used in this study were also evaluated. No more than 5% missing SNP calls were
allowed for each SNP marker across the population, and sex chromosome markers were
eliminated prior to panel selection. The lowest minor allele frequency observed in the 500 SNP
panel was 0.470, and 0.354 in the 1000 SNP panel. Overlap among the four marker panels is
displayed in Table 1. There were 172 markers (Supplement 1) from the ISAG 200 panel that
were not included in the 500/1000 SNP panels due to low minor allele frequency.

Assessment of genotyping platforms

Microsatellite accuracy was assessed by ascertaining marker exclusion probabilities
according to ISAG standards (http://www.isag.us/Docs/consignmentforms/Exclusion_probability.pdf). Microsatellite calls
were assisted by manual intervention requiring technician oversight. When qualifying parentage,
no exclusions were allowed between potential sire-calf pairs.

Accuracy of SNP calls between qPCR and SNP array genotypes was assessed by
comparing the number of missing calls and the number of mismatched calls in the known-
pedigree population for the ISAG 100 panel. The SNP calls were only compared when calls were
non-missing across both platforms. Accuracy was assessed as a percentage of matching SNP
calls across all SNP calls for the 79 animals in the known-pedigree population.

Evaluation of SNP panel performance

Sensitivity and specificity were evaluated for the microsatellite marker, qPCR, and SNP
array platforms in the known-pedigree population to assess each platform’s ability to declare the
single true sire correctly, as well as estimate the impact of allowing a range of mismatches.
Sensitivity was defined as the ratio of the number of calves that were qualified to the correct sire
to the total number of calves, and specificity was defined as the ratio of the number of calves
with a single candidate sire (correct or incorrect) to the total number of calves. The four different sized (100, 200, 500 and 1000) SNP arrays were also evaluated in the larger commercial population where parentage was unknown. Performance was assessed in this population by reporting the agreement between panel results when allowing a range of mismatches. Additionally, the agreement among results (single sire not excluded, more than one sire not excluded, or all sires excluded) of the different panels when allowing a single 1% mismatch rate was assessed.

Results

SNP call agreement between qPCR and SNP array

Since representative markers from the ISAG SNP panels were used in both arrays and qPCR in the known-pedigree population, agreement between SNP array calls and qPCR SNP calls was evaluated. One animal was removed from the analysis due to a SNP call rate (percentage of non-missing SNP calls) less than 0.90 for the set of ISAG markers. In total, 13,844 SNP markers from 78 samples were available. Accuracy of SNP calls for markers contained in the ISAG 100 SNP panel was evaluated across the two platforms. Non-missing SNP call rates of 99.5% and 72.6% were observed in the SNP array and qPCR SNP calls, respectively, enabling 4,763 non-missing SNP call comparisons across both platforms. The qPCR SNP call was the same as the SNP array call in 97.8% of all SNP calls, with 103 mismatching SNP calls across platforms. In no case did these mismatches change the paternity assignment. Previous evaluation of the accuracy of SNP array calls suggests that samples with a SNP array call rate greater than 0.90 have a genotyping accuracy above 0.99 (Cooper et al.).
The SNP call error rate for the SNP array was within the expected range, but this error needs to be accounted for in subsequent parentage analysis using SNP genotypes.

**Panel performance**

Sensitivity, specificity, and sire-calf qualifications produced by the microsatellite markers, qPCR, and ISAG 100/200 SNP array in the known-pedigree population as well as the commercial population-derived 500 and 1,000 SNP arrays analyzed in the commercial populations are displayed in Table 2. Sensitivity and specificity of the platforms and panel sizes, respectively, are reported in the known-pedigree population by comparing sire-calf qualifications to the recorded pedigree. In this population, the ISAG 100 and 200 SNP panels had a sensitivity of 1.00 at 0%, 1%, and 2% mismatch rates, while the sensitivity and specificity of the qPCR and microsatellite markers was sufficient to correctly identify the true sires and exclude all incorrect sires with no mismatches allowed. When conducting this parentage study, three samples from the pedigreed population were mishandled, leading to an incorrect bull-calf match in the array laboratory which was identified after the true pedigrees were revealed. Subsequent resampling and retesting of the mishandled samples resulted in the correct sire-calf match.

In the larger commercial population, pedigree was not recorded so SNP array performance of each panel size was assessed by reporting the percentage of qualifications to a single sire, percentage of qualifications to multiple sires, and percentage of failed qualifications observed when allowing a range of mismatches. Individuals were identified as either a calf or a potential sire, and all possible parentage scenarios were tested between each of the 8,840 calves and 460 sires.

**Specificity of ISAG 100 SNP panel at different mismatch rates**
When zero mismatches were allowed, the ISAG 100 SNP array qualified parentage correctly for all 70 sire-calf pairs with no false-negative qualifications. However, allowing for a 1% mismatch rate resulted in failing to exclude non-sire bulls in 6 cases, reducing the specificity of the array panel to 0.92 (Fig. 1). Increasing the allowed mismatch rate to 2% resulted in 11 such failures to exclude non-sire bulls, resulting in a specificity of 0.87.

Allowing zero mismatches in the commercial population qualified sires to 80.84% of calves, with 0.42% of calves qualified to more than one candidate sire. A significant proportion of calves were not qualified to a sire since some proportion of the commercial bulls in this operation were not genotyped. Allowing a 1% and 2% mismatch rate increased the multiple candidate sire rate to 4.91% and 29.35%, respectively; thereby concomitantly decreasing the percentage of calves qualified to a single sire to 77.76% and 56.19%, respectively. Results from the ISAG 100 SNP array in the larger commercial population at the 1% mismatch rate are displayed in Fig. 2.

Specificity of ISAG 200 SNP panel at different mismatch rates

Similar to the ISAG 100 SNP array, the 200 SNP array called correct single-sire matches with zero SNP mismatches in the known-pedigree population. Allowing a 1% mismatch rate resulted in a case where a calf was qualified to two half-sib sires, with the incorrect sire having two allowed matches with the calf, decreasing the specificity to 0.99 (Fig. 3). Allowing a 2% mismatch rate increased the number of multiple qualified candidate sires to five, resulting in a specificity of 0.87.

Applying the ISAG 200 SNP panel to the commercial population resulted in 79.81% of calves qualified to a single sire, with no multiple sire qualifications, at zero mismatches.
Allowing a 1% mismatch rate increased single-sire qualifications to 81.86%, but multiple candidate sire qualifications increased to 0.01% (Fig. 4). Increasing the mismatch rate to 2% with this SNP array increased the rate of multiple sires being qualified to a single calf to 1.39%, while the single-sire qualification rate increased to 80.92%.

**Population-derived SNP panel performance**

Results from the 1,000 SNP arrays applied to both the known-pedigree (Fig. 5) and commercial populations (Fig. 6) at the 1% mismatch rate show a clear differentiation between qualifying sires and non-qualifying sires. In contrast to the smaller ISAG panels, multiple sires qualifying to a single calf was not observed in the known-pedigree population until a 2.5% mismatch rate was allowed for both the 500 and 1,000 SNP arrays. In the commercial population, using the 0% mismatch rate with the 500 and 1,000 panels increased the number of calves with no sire assigned by approximately 10% relative to the assignments observed when allowing a 1% mismatch rate with these larger SNP panels. Presumably genotyping error results in a low but unknown number of apparent mismatches between true sire calf-pairs. Multiple sire qualifications started occurring at the 2% mismatch rates with the 500 SNP array, but this was not seen with the 1,000 SNP array even at the 2.5% mismatch rate (Table 2).

**Agreement of qualification across panels and platforms**

Agreement of parentage qualification across specific panels and platforms was also assessed. In the known-pedigree population, the correct parentage matches were obtained by microsatellite, ISAG 100 SNP qPCR and ISAG 100 and 200 SNP arrays when allowing zero mismatches. However, allowing even a 1% mismatch rate in these platforms confounded the pedigree with multiple sire qualifications. With the 500 and 1,000 SNP arrays, correct parentage was observed when allowing up to a 2% mismatch rate in the pedigree population.
Qualified pedigree agreement at a 1% mismatch rate for commercial calves across the four parentage SNP arrays is displayed in Table 3. Agreement between the ISAG 100 and 200 SNP arrays for qualifications including single-sire, multiple sires, and no sire present was 94.7% in the commercial population, with the highest agreement observed between the 500 and 1,000 SNP arrays at 99.9%. The ISAG 200 SNP array had 99.7% overall agreement with the 1,000 SNP panel. When comparing single-sire qualification, the ISAG 200 SNP array was in 100% agreement with the qualifications made by the 1,000 SNP panel. When comparing single-sire qualifications, agreement of the sire qualified across the four panels was consistently greater or equal to 99.9% in the commercial population.

The genetic relationship between candidate sires in a parentage test can affect the ability of a set of markers to distinguish between true and false sire-calf relationships. Figure 1 shows there is very little separation between the qualified and disqualified calves from related sires 5 and 6, which have an estimated genomic relationship of 0.28. When allowing a 1% mismatch rate with the ISAG 100 SNP panel, it is impossible to distinguish the correct sire-calf relationship in 4 cases between sires 5 and 6. This is in contrast to sires 1 and 4 which have a genomic relationship near zero and had easily defined sire-calf qualifications with all panels. Figure 5 demonstrates that as markers are added to the parentage test it becomes easier to discern true parentage between even closely related sires.

**Discussion**

The overall goal of conducting parentage testing is to correctly identify one true sire from a group of candidate bulls given the true sire is present, and to assign no sire if the true sire is
absent. To attain this goal, researchers have developed several genetic marker panels, the most notable of which was developed by the ISAG cattle parentage testing committee. Evaluation of marker sets and genotyping platforms to be used as a parentage panel should include measures of both sensitivity and specificity when the true pedigree is known (Pu and Linacre 2008). When the number of allowed mismatching calls is increased there is a risk of qualifying an incorrect sire, thereby reducing the sensitivity of the platform (Weller et al. 2004; Hong et al. 2012). Likewise, when too few markers are used, the specificity is decreased since calves may have their true sire fail to be uniquely qualified by the panel as larger sets of markers are needed to qualify parentage in populations with many potential sires (McClure et al. 2015; Strucken et al. 2015). While simply removing mismatching calls has been discussed as a strategy to address genotyping error in parentage platforms (Hayes 2011), the impacts of such a practice on correctly assigning sire-calf parentage in nature are unknown.

It is generally agreed that PCR-based methods, such as hydrolysis probe qPCR and microsatellites (short tandem repeats), are among the most sensitive DNA assessment tools. However, relative to array-based platforms, conventional PCR-based methods have a lower practical limit in the number of markers assayed, and considerable investment is required to boost PCR capacity to that of common arrays. This is important since the number of markers needed to qualify the true candidate sire may be insufficient due to rate of throughput.

Microsatellite genotyping is a PCR-based method that has been extensively used in parentage qualification (Tian et al. 2008; Carolino et al. 2009; Radko and Slota 2009); it requires a dedicated platform and skilled interpretation for accuracy (McClure et al. 2013; Berry et al. 2014). The polymorphic nature of microsatellite markers facilitates parentage qualification for moderately sized populations; however, larger populations require proportionally larger marker
sets. Similarly, while PCR provides an accurate method for genotyping SNP parentage markers (Clarke et al. 2014), investment in large numbers of markers, as well as application of automation where possible, are required to assess larger populations.

The ISAG SNP parentage panels of 100 and 200 markers have been validated across multiple breeds of beef cattle (http://www.isag.us/Docs/Cattle-SNP-ISAG-core-additional-panel-2013.xlsx). Recent qualification attempts with these 200 SNPs using an array platform found that this panel contained too few markers to produce single-sire qualifications in larger populations (Strucken et al. 2014; Strucken et al. 2015). These results suggest that parentage platforms are needed that exhibit both specificity and sensitivity across large, genetically diverse populations with both missing and potentially related sires.

The population-derived 500 and 1,000 SNP marker panels obtained as a byproduct of SNP array genotyping described in this paper provided unambiguous results as to which calves had missing sires and single-sire assignments when allowing for a 1% mismatch rate in the large commercial ranch data set. It is likely that a different set of markers would be selected when analyzing a different field population and selected panels would have limited utility beyond the breed makeup of the population from which they were derived. Additionally, proposed methodology for selecting population-derived marker sets has included pre-selection against markers with a high frequency of mismatches in cases of true paternity (Weller et al. 2010), but this also requires a validation population. Such population-derived SNP sets may provide a powerful parentage tool for researchers working with SNP array data on field datasets with a large number of potential or missing sires. In this particular commercial application, specificity could have been improved if more information about the population structure was available allowing the potential sire pool to be narrowed down and partitioned for each particular calf
crop. Alternative methods, including statistical likelihood-based procedures, are also able to qualify parentage but were not explored in this data. Likelihood procedures offer an alternative methodology to this problem, but still require extensive calibration for allele and genotype frequencies as well as population structure and the number of possible sires (Dodds et al. 2005, Hill et al. 2008). Further, principal component analysis of the SNP data can be used to identify half-sib or full sib-groups even in the absence of parental information.

In addition to accuracy of the methodology, cost is another important consideration when performing parentage qualification in cattle populations. Standalone parentage qualification from leading genotyping companies ranges from $13 to $19 per sample, depending on volume for tests that likely use a variation of the ISAG panels. Parentage qualification from SNP array data is more appropriately utilized as an additional feature when performing genomic selection. The cost of conducting qPCR-based parentage is becoming more affordable as reagent costs continue to decline, while ongoing advances in laboratory automation and SNP discovery are contributing to expanded laboratory capacities, making rapid and accurate parentage declarations increasingly achievable, even when assessing larger herd populations.

Required accuracy of the pedigree needs consideration. In commercial ranch applications, terminal sire-calf parentage accuracy has a higher tolerance for error than in applications such as registered purebred parentage. In production scenarios where a low level of error may be tolerable for sire-calf parentage, these results have demonstrated that the ISAG 100 SNP panel, when assessed by a sensitive platform, would be an economical alternative if thousands of SNP genotypes are not available for parentage. However, if the cost of genotyping continues to decline and thousands of SNPs are available for every animal, it is likely that parentage qualification methodologies, including both opposing homozygous and statistical likelihood
procedures, will continue to focus on better utilizing the data from high-throughput SNP genotyping platforms.

**Conclusions**

In conducting parentage analyses, one must carefully consider platform sensitivity and panel specificity to ensure true sire-calf relationships are determined. Given the chain reaction nature of qPCR-based platforms, microsatellites and SNP-qPCR markers are so sensitive that even a one-marker mismatch is sufficient to confidently disqualify a bull regardless of panel size. However, specificity can be a limiting factor if the qPCR marker panel is of insufficient size, which is increasingly important as herd population size increases. Array platforms, on the other hand, can easily assess thousands of markers in a given run, yet suffer from intrinsic error rates that compromise platform sensitivity and any resulting parentage interpretation. One approach to overcome these intrinsic errors is to increase panel size and allow mismatches. Assessing sensitivity and specificity of alternative methodologies such as statistical likelihood procedures would be another alternative to account for intrinsic error rate and possibly improve the accuracy of parentage qualification. Previous research has focused on identifying a static set of markers to utilize as a standard parentage panel in cattle. However, the results of this study emphasize that static parentage panels are not required and population-specific marker sets can be developed using the described methods. These results indicate that parentage validation from SNP markers is a process that requires careful consideration of marker selection, genotyping platform, and intrinsic error rates to ensure accuracy.
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Tables

Table 1 Overlap among the four SNP panels used in parentage qualification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ISAG(^a) 200</th>
<th>500 SNP</th>
<th>1000 SNP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISAG 100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAG 200</td>
<td>17</td>
<td></td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 SNP</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)International Society for Animal Genetics
Table 2 Sire qualification results from microsatellite markers, International Society for Animal Genetics (ISAG) SNP panels, and population-derived SNP panels in the known-pedigree of 70 calves and 8 sires and commercial population of 8,480 calves and 460 potential sires at varying levels of allowed mismatch rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mismatch Rate</th>
<th>Known-pedigree Population</th>
<th>Commercial Population</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Single-sire qualified (%)</td>
<td>No sire qualified (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Specificity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microsatellite</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qPCR</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAG 100 SNP</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAG 200 SNP</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 SNP</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000 SNP</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Percentage of 8,480 calves qualified to a single sire

bReal-time quantitative PCR

cInternational Society for Animal Genetics
Table 3 Qualified pedigree agreement among all qualification (single-sire, >1 sire, and no sire qualified) results (above the diagonal) and single-sire qualification (below the diagonal) at a 1% allowed mismatch rate in a commercial cattle population of 8,480 calves and 460 potential sires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ISAG 100</th>
<th>ISAG 200</th>
<th>500 SNP</th>
<th>1,000 SNP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ISAG&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; 100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>94.7</td>
<td>94.5</td>
<td>94.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISAG 200</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>99.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 SNP</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>99.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000 SNP</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>International Society for Animal Genetics
Figures

Figure 1 Qualifications observed for 8 candidate sires using the International Society for Animal Genetics (ISAG) 100 SNP panel in the known-pedigree population. Calves with >1 sire qualified noted at a 1% mismatch rate allowed.
**Figure 2** Qualifications observed for 50 randomly chosen sires of the 460 candidate sires using the International Society for Animal Genetics (ISAG) 100 SNP panel in the commercial population. Calves with >1 sire qualified noted at a 1% mismatch rate allowed.
Figure 3 Qualifications observed for 8 candidate sires using the International Society for Animal Genetics (ISAG) 200 SNP panel in the known-pedigree population. Calves with >1 sire qualified noted at a 1% mismatch rate allowed.
Figure 4 Qualifications observed for 50 randomly chosen sires of 460 candidate sires using the International Society for Animal Genetics (ISAG) 200 SNP panel in the commercial population. Calves with >1 sire qualified noted at a 1% mismatch rate allowed.
Figure 5 Qualifications observed for 8 candidate sires using the 1,000 SNP panel selected on high minor allele frequency and call rate (MAF/CR) in the known-pedigree population.
Figure 6 Qualifications observed for 50 randomly chosen sires of the 460 candidate sires using the 1,000 SNP panel selected on high minor allele frequency and call rate (MAF/CR) in the commercial population.